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March 14:  Muslim, the Sons of Ishmael (Part One) 

 

Their crescent moon and star symbol actually predates the official nation of Islam by 

several thousand years. The celestial symbols were used by the pre-Mohammed 

Muslims, or better known as the sons of Ishmael (Hittites), dating back to the time of 

Abraham.  The symbol became popularized by the people of Central Asia and Siberia in 

their Babylonian worship of the sun, moon, and sky gods. There are historical notes that 

the crescent moon and star were used to represent the Greek goddess Diana, who is 

rooted in the original culture of Babylon by way of Egypt.  

 

The city of Byzantium (later known as Constantinople and Istanbul) adopted the 

crescent moon as its symbol.  According to some reports, they chose it in honor of the 

goddess Diana (originating from Egypt), the Greek god of Ephesus, that tried to destroy 

one of the SEVEN CHURCHES mentioned in Revelation.  When the Turks conquered 

Constantinople (Istanbul) in 1453, they adopted the city's existing flag and symbol.  

From the Byzantium period forward, it became the official symbol of Islam.   

 

Since Europe and the United States have the largest population control techniques 

(abortion, euthanasia, and medical based suicides), the Muslim Caliph derived a plan 

early on to take over the world through Islamic Procreation Doctrines: no abortions, 

divorces, or euthanasia.  Needless to say, their plan is working well.  In 1900, the 

Muslims owned 12.4% of the world‟s populous; in 2000, they were up to 19.2%; and in 

2011, they are already breaking the 25% mark.  Statistics prove it only takes 30% of a 

populous to conduct a hostile takeover.  It is projected that the Islamic community will hit 

those numbers within the next few years.  

 

For whatever stupid reason, over the past 50 years, the Gentiles and Jews have been 

aborting life at a mind-bending rate; while the most hostile people in the world are 

armed, unified, and ready to launch their Great Jihad.  Here are the primary ways to 

reduce population: 

 

1. Abortion 
2. Sexually Transmitted Diseases (AIDS) 
3. Fertility Rate Control 
4. Birth Control 
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5. Euthanasia (medically killing of the elderly, weak, and handicapped)       
Here is what the Muslim people refuse to do: 

 

1. Abort  Children 
2. Have Same Sex (AIDS) 
3. Control Fertility – Family Size 
4. Use Birth Control 
5. Euthanasia (it is against Allah) 

Why do the Muslims want to practice Jihad on America?  First, America is considered 

the lead supporter of the European Commonwealth and the Jewish State of Israel. 

Thus, we are a prime enemy of the terrorists, second only to Israel.  Secondly, 

Americans believe in freedom of religion; Muslims do not!  But, they will take a “free 

ride” on religious freedom in order to transplant their Islamic Procreation Doctrine.  You 

see, we don‟t push them out the front or back door – we actually invite them in.  Until 

their numeric mission is accomplished here in America, the political Khilafa (Mahdi - 

maadee) needs us. 

 

Is America blind?  Well, that would be an understatement!  One Muslim professor from 

Harvard recently said this, “Islam must prepare all nations for the Mahdi [maadee/Christ] 

He will return to reinstate the office of the Caliphate.  Islam directs its followers:  „If you 

see him, go and give him your allegiance, even if you have to crawl over ice, because 

he is the Vice-regent (Khilafa) of Allah, the Mahdi.‟  For he will pave the way for and 

establish the government of the family (or community) of Mohammed …every believer 

(in all the nations) will be obligated to support him.”  Radical?  Not really. Their Qur‟an 

requires it of them: 

 

"Fight against such as those to whom the Scriptures were given [Jews and Christians] 

... until they pay tribute out of hand and are utterly subdued." (9:27)  

 

"Make war on them until idolatry shall cease and God‟s religion shall reign supreme." 

(8:39) 

 

"Prophet, rouse the faithful to arms. If there are twenty steadfast men among you, they 

shall vanquish two hundred; and if there are a hundred, they shall rout a thousand 

unbelievers, for they are devoid of understanding." (8:65)  

 

"Slay the idolaters wherever you find them. ... lie in ambush everywhere for them. If they 

repent and take to prayer and render the alms levy, allow them to go their way ..." (9:5) 

 

These are not “love thy neighbor” kinds of scriptures.  What will be required of us? Isn‟t 

there something we can do as Americans to avoid this coming storm of violence?  Sure, 

perhaps on the 4th of July we all could gather in football stadiums for an international 

peace rally.  After singing the National Anthem, we must acknowledge the peace 
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declaration the Muslims have been seeking for hundreds of years.  We might ask, 

“What declaration?”  All that Americans need to do is utter the Muslim creed for peace.  

Sounds simple enough, right?  One might ask, “Why not?”  Okay, here it is, just say, 

“There is no God but Allah, and Mohammed is His messenger” (Sha-ha-da-tan).  Then 

we will be asked to place an emblem or badge on our forehead or hand, as Muslims do 

at every demonstration or gathering we see around the world.  Outrageous? No, this is 

exactly the type of social media techniques the Caliph is recommending, and it‟s 

working.  They have been known to completely shut down governments within hours by 

making use of these types of threats.     

 

What are Europe and the United States doing about it? As usual, trying to unite the 

states by focusing on the liberal duplicity of Pluralism.  Here are some of the ways the 

Muslims are taking advantage of America‟s Pluralism:   

 

 Planted 150 pro-terror Muslim Student Associations in the top 150 universities 
and colleges across the nation, students that are paid to carry out their activities 
with funds from US Government grants.   

 Placing educated Muslims in positions of prominence and power – city council, 
mayor, governor, and even President.   

 Faith-based Initiative Movement 
 

It would appear that a nation who overlooks these obvious signs is stupid – but I can 

assure you it is not.  One leading way the US has consistently fought wars (or started 

them) is by choosing one bully over another and funding them, in hopes that one of the 

bullies would become moderates (taking political center).  One real to life example of 

this is the not so classified funding of “Christian killing” Muslims in Afghanistan to wage 

war against Communist Russia. Or worse yet is when the CIA funded Saddam in Iraq to 

wage war with Iran, which was shortly after Jimmy Carter assisted the extreme West-

hating Shi‟a Muslims to take over Iran.  The goal was to force the PLO into a moderate 

seat – which the PLO laughs at.  Now, the PLO uses the US education, military, faith-

based initiatives, and our tax dollars to build their empire and protect them from their 

enemy - the Jews.  Deceptive strategies usually, if not always, backfire!  The problem 

with Europe and America‟s codependent behavior is that it shows ignorance in 

understanding true Islamic beliefs. One example is the Mahdi (Jesus) coming to raise 

up the army for the Last Jihad, which will unite both sects of Muslim.  This results in a 

nation being overthrown by the Muslims by sheer stupidity!  A curious question: Do any 

of our decision makers watch the news?  The Islamic nation has taken control of six 

new nations in less than five years.    

 

 

 


